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Wellstone Student 

Language Groups

n=280

Somali Spanish Oromo Amharic Vietnamese Other

117 109 23 11 5 15
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Wellstone YPE Question

The question we asked students is:

“How should Wellstone Students 

improve their English?“
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YPE Survey
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Survey Process

To give the survey to families we gave paper surveys during conferences. We had 

students translating for families so they could understand the questions that were 

asked.

To give the survey to students we gave paper surveys during lunch time. We had 

student council members explain to students at lunch tables.

To give the survey to staff we gave paper surveys during conferences. We had 

students explain the questions to school staff.
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Survey Data - Families, Students, and Staff
Families 1st Pick 2nd Pick Total Error = 15%

Q1 1st pick = 10 2nd pick = 5 Total = 72 Q3 Q2 Q3

Families' 1st choice is that students should learn how to 

listen, spell, and type in a new class.

Q2 1st pick = 17 2nd pick = 26 Total = 107

Families' 2nd choice is that students should learn in language 

mixed groups to practice their English.

Q3 1st pick = 26 2nd pick = 17 Total = 117

Families did not like the idea that students should learn in 

debate, discussion, and speaking classes.

Students 1st Pick 2nd Pick Total Error = 33%

Q1 1st pick = 38 2nd pick = 34 Total = 212 Q3 Q1 Q3

Students' 1st choice is that students should learn how to 

listen, spell, and type in a new class.

Q2 1st pick = 37 2nd pick = 28 Total = 208

Students' 2nd choice is that students should learn in debate, 

discussion, and speaking classes.

Q3 1st pick = 44 2nd pick = 26 Total = 220

Students did not like the idea that students should learn in 

language mixed groups to practice their English.

Staff 1st Pick 2nd Pick Total Error = 11%

Q1 1st pick = 24 2nd pick = 20 Total = 122 Q2 Q1 Q2

Staff's 1st choice is to that students should learn in 

language mixed groups to practice their English.

Q2 1st pick = 31 2nd pick = 16 Total = 132

Staff's 2nd choice is that students should learn in debate, 

discussion, and speaking classes.

Q3 1st pick = 6 2nd pick = 14 Total = 79

Staff did not like the idea that students should learn how to listen, 

spell, and type in a new class.
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Survey Data - Languages and All Together

Somali Spanish Oromo Amharic Other

1st=debate, discussion, 

and speaking

1st=language mixed 

groups / listen, 

spell, and type in a 

new class

1st=language mixed 

groups

1st=debate, 

discussion, and 

speaking 1st=language mixed groups

2nd=language mixed 

groups

2nd=debate, 

discussion, and 

speaking

2nd=listen, spell, 

and type in a new 

class

2nd=language 

mixed groups 2nd=debate, discussion, and speaking

Total=listen, spell, and 

type in a new class

Total=language 

mixed groups

Total=listen, spell, 

and type in a new 

class

Total=debate, 

discussion, and 

speaking classes Total=language mixed groups

Error = 22% Error = 22% Error = 52% Error = 80% Error = 5%

All Together 1st Pick 2nd Pick Total Error = 26%

Q1 1st pick = 74 2nd 

pick = 64 Total = 429 Q2 Q2 Q2

All Together our 1st and 2nd choice is to that students should 

learn in language mixed groups to practice their English.

Q2 1st pick = 89 2nd 

pick = 73 Total = 468

Q3 1st pick = 77 2nd 

pick = 63 Total = 434
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Debate, 

Discussion, and 

Speaking Classes

30.8%

Language Mixed 

Groups

37.1%

Listening, 

Spelling, and 

Typing Classes

32.1%
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Analysis and Results

Different Groups had different opinions

● Students said “ students should learn how to listen, spell and type in a new class ” was best

● Families said “students should learn how to listen, spell and type in a new class ” was best

● Staff said “students should learn in language mixed groups to practice their English ” was best

Different Language had different opinions

● Somali language surveyed said “debate, discussion, and speaking   ” was best

● Spanish language surveyed said  “language mixed groups / listen, spell, and type in a new class  ” 

was best

● Oromo language surveyed said  “ language mixed groups” was best

● Amharic language surveyed said  “ debate, discussion, and speaking ” was best

● Other language surveyed said  “language mixed groups”  was best
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Next Steps and Recommendations

37% = Language mixed groups should be in every classroom.

32% = Listening, spelling, and typing classes should be used to learn more 

vocabulary words and computer typing.

31% = Debate, discussion, and speaking classes should be used in reading class 

and students can make presentations and debate topics. We could also have this 

at the end of all classes. These speaking classes will be especially good for new 

students if there are mixed English level groups.
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Presenting Decisions

We are presenting our results and next steps to our Principal next Wednesday 

after school at our student council meeting.

We can send the presentation to all teachers and have student council students 

explain this presentation to their class. We will do this in the last 10 minutes of 

their morning class on Tuesday next week.

MCTC students will present our results to school staff on Tuesday next week for 

anyone who did not hear the presentation in class.

Talk to 2=Mr. Mably/Ms. Linda, 4=Ms. Isebrand, 6=Ms. Anderson, and 8=Mr. B

We will post videos explaining the presentation to parents in English / Somali / 

Spanish / Oromo / Pashto / Vietnamese / Amharic / Arabic / etc.
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